We introduce a new class of generative quantum-neural-network-based models called Quantum Hamiltonian-Based Models (QHBMs). In doing so, we establish a paradigmatic approach for quantum-probabilistic hybrid variational learning, where we efficiently decompose the tasks of learning classical and quantum correlations in a way which maximizes the utility of both classical and quantum processors. In addition, we introduce the Variational Quantum Thermalizer (VQT) for generating the thermal state of a given Hamiltonian and target temperature, a task for which QHBMs are naturally well-suited. The VQT can be seen as a generalization of the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) to thermal states: we show that the VQT converges to the VQE in the zero temperature limit. We provide numerical results demonstrating the efficacy of these techniques in illustrative examples. We use QHBMs and the VQT on Heisenberg spin systems, we apply QHBMs to learn entanglement Hamiltonians and compression codes in simulated free Bosonic systems, and finally we use the VQT to prepare thermal Fermionic Gaussian states for quantum simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
As near-term quantum devices move beyond the point of classical simulability, also known as quantum supremacy [1] , it is of utmost importance for us to discover new applications for Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum devices [2] which will be available and ready in the next few years. Among the most promising applications for near-term devices are Quantum Machine Learning (QML) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , Quantum Simulation (QS) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and Quantum-enhanced Optimization (QEO) [9, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Recent advances in these three areas have been dominated by a class of algorithms called hybrid quantumclassical variational algorithms. In these algorithms, a classical computer aids the quantum computer in a search over a parameterized class of circuits. These parameterized quantum circuits are sometimes called quantum neural networks [3] [4] [5] . Key to the success of quantumclassical algorithms is hybridization: in the near-term, quantum computers will be used as co-processors for classical devices. The work in this paper proposes a new way to hybridize certain quantum simulation and QML tasks in a way that fully takes advantage of the strengths of both devices.
The rise of variational quantum algorithms can be traced back to the invention and implementation of the Variational Quantum Eigensolver [16] , which sparked a Cambrian explosion of works in the field of near-term algorithms. Similarly, in this paper, not only do we introduce a direct generalization of the VQE, but we introduce * Equal contribution; contact: gverdon@x.team † Equal contribution the first member of a new class of algorithms, which we call quantum-probabilistic hybrid variational algorithms, which are a combination of classical probabilistic variational inference [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and quantum variational algorithms. More specifically, in this paper we focus on the task of generative modelling of mixed quantum states. It is generally accepted that one must employ a quantum-based representation to efficiently learn the quantum correlations of a pure quantum state, as classical representations of quantum states scale poorly in the presence of quantum correlations such as entanglement [36] . Mixed quantum states, arising from probabilistic mixtures of pure quantum states, generally exhibit both classical and quantum correlations. One must therefore learn a hybridized representation featuring both quantum correlations and classical correlations.
Within the new paradigm of quantum-probabilistic hybrid machine learning, we introduce a class of models called Quantum Hamiltonian-Based Models (QHBM). These models are constructed as thermal states (i.e., quantum exponential distributions) of a parameterized modular Hamiltonian. As a first set of applications for this class of models, we explore the learning of unknown quantum mixed states, given access to several copies (quantum samples) of this quantum-probabilistic distribution. As a second class of applications for QHBMs, we consider the task of generating the thermal state of a quantum system given knowledge of the system's Hamitonian.
Before proceeding with the main body of the paper, let us establish a broader context from the point of view of classical machine learning. The field of machine learning (ML) has seen several breakthroughs in recent years. These successes have often been attributed to the rapid advancements in deep learning [37] . In deep learning, one learns representations of data distributions. Such representations can consist of a neural network [38] , a tensor network [39, 40] , or more generally a parameterized network of compositions of differentiable mappings. The parameters are trained by optimizing some metric of success called the loss function, often via gradient descent with backpropagation of errors [41] . One of the major tasks in unsupervised deep learning is so-called generative modelling of a distribution.
In discriminative machine learning models, a model learns the conditional probability of a target, Y , given the observation x, i.e., P (Y |X = x). Generative models take on the task of learning the joint probability distribution P (X, Y ), enabling a trained generative model to generate new data that looks approximately like the training data. Generative models have been used for many unsupervised tasks, including generating new datapoints akin to a dataset, inpainting [42] , denoising [43] , superresolution [44] , compression [45] , and much more. Perhaps the most widespread generative techniques in classical machine learning are Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [46] , which pit a generative network and an adversarial network against each other, and variational autoencoders (VAEs) [30] , which maximize a variational lower bound to the log likelihood of the data in order to increase the probability of the model to generate the dataset, and hence, similar datapoints. Both architectures have demonstrated great successes and have remained competitive with each other in terms of performance and scalability [47, 48] .
Recently, a third type of generative algorithm -the generalized form of an Energy Based Model (EBM)has been gaining traction in the classical machine learning community. This new architecture, derived as generalization of early energy-based architectures of neural networks such as Boltzmann machines, has been shown to be competitive with GANs and VAEs for generative tasks at large scales [49] . The EBM approach draws its inspiration from distributions encountered in physics, namely thermal (exponential) distributions, where the probability of a given sample is proportional to the exponential of a certain function, called the energy. Instead of sampling the exponential distribution from a fixed energy function, EBMs have a parameterization over a hypothesis space of energy functions, and the parameters which maximize the likelihood (relative entropy) to the dataset can be found via optimization. Boltzmann machines, a type of energy-based model with an energy function inspired by Ising models, have long been in use. The recent innovation, however, has been to use a neural network in order to have a more general and flexible parameterization over the space of energy functions. The differentiability of neural networks is then used to generate thermal samples according to Stochastic Langevin Gradient Dynamics [50] . The construction presented in this paper is analogous to this energy-based construction, generalized to the quantum domain.
II. QUANTUM HAMILTONIAN-BASED MODELS
In order to represent the hybrid quantum-classical statistics of mixed states, the QHBM ansatz is structured in terms of a "simple" (i.e. nearly-classical) parameterized latent mixed state which is passed through a unitary quantum neural network to produce a visible mixed state. In this section we will introduce the general framework of QHBM before proceeding to training and examples in subsequent sections. The flow of classical and quantum information in a QHBM is illustrated in Figure 1 , and background on quantum neural networks is provided in Appendix A.
The variational latent distributionρ θ with variational parameters θ is constructed in such a way that the preparation ofρ θ is simple, from a quantum computational standpoint. 1 Quantum correlations are incorporated through the unitaryÛ (φ) with model parameters φ.
Our complete variational mixed state is then
We call this state the variational visible state. It is the output of the inference mechanism of our composite model, and will be either a thermal state or learned approximation to a target mixed state, depending on the task.
A. Modular Hamiltonians and the Exponential Ansatz
Quantum Hamiltonian-Based Models are quantum analogues of classical energy-based models, an analogy which will be made clear in this section.
Without loss of generality, we can consider the latent distribution to be a thermal state of a certain Hamiltonian:ρ
We call thisK θ the latent modular Hamiltonian, and it is one of a class of operators parameterized by the latent variational parameters θ. Here Z θ = tr[e −K θ ] is the model partition function, which is, notably, also parameterized by the latent variational parameters. Now, given this form for the latent state, notice that the variational visible state is a thermal state of a related Hamiltonian:
where we define the model modular Hamiltonian aŝ K θφ ≡Û (φ)K θÛ † (φ), which is parameterized by both the latent variational parameters θ and the model parameters φ. Thus, we see that our QHBM ansatz represents a class of quantum distributions which are thermal states of parameterized Hamiltonians. As we will see below, this exponential structure is useful for computing relative entropies of the model against target distributions. We note that the above structure is in direct analogy with classical energy-based models. In such models, the variational distribution is of the exponential form
and the energy function E θ (x) is parameterized by a neural network. The network is trained so that the samples from p θ mimic those of a target data distribution.
In place of a parameterized classical energy function, we have a parameterized modular Hamiltonian operator, and the variational model is a thermal state of this operator. This justifies why we call it a Quantum Hamiltonian-Based Model instead of simply an Energy-Based model. The thermal state of the Hamiltonian is designed to replicate the quantum statistics of the target data.
We will distinguish two distinct tasks within the QHBM framework. The first is generative learning of a target mixed state, given access to copies of said mixed state. We call this task Quantum Modular Hamiltonian Learning (QMHL). As described above, we should think of this task as finding an effective modular Hamiltonian for the target state. The second task involves being given a target Hamiltonian, and generating approximate thermal states of some temperature with respect to that Hamiltonian. In our framework, this means that we variationally learn an effective modular Hamiltonian which reproduces the statistics of the target thermal state. We call this task Variational Quantum Thermalization (VQT). We will treat QMHL and VQT in depth in Sections III A and III B, respectively.
Before discussing in more detail the structure of the latent space, let us draw attention to two quantities which will be important for the training process in both VQT and QMHL: the partition function and the Von Neumann entropy of the model. Comparing equations (2) and (3), we see that the partition function Z θ is the same for both the latent state and the visible state. Furthermore the Von Neumann entropy of the latent and visible states are also identical due to the invariance of Von Neumann entropy under unitary action,
We will leverage this in our training of the QHBM, where efficient computation or estimation of the latent state entropy will give us knowledge of the visible state entropy.
B. Structure of the Latent Space
In this section we will discuss the form of the latent modelρ θ . We consider a good choice of a latent space Quantum-classical information flow diagram for hybrid quantum-probabilistic inference for a Quantum Hamiltonian-Based Model with a general classical latent distribution. Here, we have unitariesVx which map the quantum computer's initial state |0 to computational the computation basis state |x which corresponds to the sampled value x ∼ p θ (x) on a given run.
ansatz to be one that is quantumly simple, i.e., of lowcomplexity for the quantum computer to prepare. The two types of latent distributions employed in this paper will be either a factorized latent state, or a general classical latent space distribution. Let us now introduce these two cases and dive further into the specifics of each.
Factorized Latent Space Models
A first choice for the latent space structure is a factorized latent state, which is a latent state of the the form
where the total quantum system is separated into N smaller-dimensional subsystems, each with their own set of variational parameters θ j for which the mixed states of the subsystemsρ j (θ j ) are uncorrelated. This structure has several useful benefits. Notice that, due to this tensor product structure, the latent modular Hamiltonian becomes a sum of modular Hamiltonians of the subsystems,
where Z θj = tr[e −Kj (θj ) ] is the j th subsystem partition function, andK j (θ j ) the j th subsystem modular Hamiltonian. This sum decomposition becomes useful when estimating expectation values of the modular Hamiltonian, as it becomes a sum of expectation values of the subsytems' modular Hamiltonians,
From the above expression, we see that the partition function is a product of the subsystem partition functions Z θ = j Z θj , and hence the logarithm of the partition function becomes a sum:
Furthermore, the entropy of the latent state (and hence of the visible state, via equation (4)) becomes additive over the entropies of the subsystems:
This is convenient, as estimating N entropies of states in d-dimensional Hilbert space is much simpler generally than computing the entropy of a state in d N -dimensional space.
Another feature of a factorized state is that the number of parameters used to describe such a distribution is linear in the number of subsystems N . The precise number of parameters depends on the structure of the states within each subsystem. There are many possibilities, and we will present some concrete examples below.
Finally, by learning a completely decorrelated (in terms of both entanglement and classical correlations) representation in latent space, we are effectively learning a representation which has a natural orthogonal basis for its latent space, allowing for latent space interpolation, independent component analysis, compression code learning, principal component analysis, and many other spin-off applications. In classical machine learning, this is known as a disentangled representation [51] , and there have been several recent works adressing this machine learning task [52] .
Examples of Latent Subsystem Modular Hamiltonians
For the QHBMs considered in this paper, as explored in-depth in Section IV, we use several different types of latent subsystem modular Hamiltonians within the factorized-latent-state framework of equation (6) . We will review them here.
The first class of modular Hamiltonians employed in our experiments are qudit operators [53] diagonal in the computational basis. In our particular numerics in Section IV A, we use two-level systems, i.e. qubits. The more general qudit case is akin to the eigenbasis representation of the Hamiltonian of a multi-level atom,
where the the eigenvalues {θ jk } dj k=1 of this Hamiltonian form the set of variational parameters of the distribution. The latent distribution of each subsystem is then effectively a softmax [54] function of the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian, and can be considered as equivalent to a general N -outcome multinoulli [29] distribution. The total number of parameters for such a latent space parameterization with factorized subsystems scales as the sum of the subsystem dimensions, N j=1 d j , which is much smaller than the most general (non factorized) latent distribution, whose number of parameters scales as the product N j=1 d j , which is the total dimension of the system's Hilbert space.
The second type of modular Hamiltonian we use, in Section IV B, is the number operator of a continuousvariable quantum mode (qumode), or harmonic oscillator,K
The exponential distribution of such modular Hamiltonians then becomes a single-mode thermal state [55] which has a Wigner phase space representation as a symmetric Gaussian. The single parameter per mode here, θ j , modulates the variance of the Gaussian. This single-mode thermal state is the closest thing we have to a latent product of Gaussians, which is the standard choice of latent distributions in several variational inference models in classical machine learning, including variational autoencoders [30] . Gaussian states of such quantum modes are very natural to prepare on continuous-variable quantum computers [56] , and are also emulatable on digital quantum computers [13] .
Finally, as will be explored in Section IV C, our third type of latent subsystem modular Hamiltonian is the particle number operator for Fermions,K j (θ j ) = θ jĉ † jĉ j .
General Classical Latent Space Models
In some cases, a decorrelated (disentangled) representation for the latent space is not possible or capable of yielding accurate results. In classical deep learning, this factorized latent space prior assumption has been one of the main reasons that VAEs with uncorrelated Gaussian priors perform worse than GANs on several tasks. To remedy this situation, several classical algorithms for more accurate variational inference of latent space distributions have popped up, notably including Neural ODEs [35] , normalizing flow-based models [33] , and neural energy-based models [49] .
This same generalization can be applied to QHBMs, moving from the factorized latent space structure of (6) to more general distributions. This should be understood as a delegation of parts of the representation to a classical device running classical probabilistic inference. The job of the classical device is to sample from the classical latent space distribution.
In the most general formulation, the latent state can be represented asρ
where the summation is formal, and runs over the index set Ω of some basis in Hilbert space, which we call the computational basis. Here the probability distribution p θ (x) is generally a parameterized class of variational probability distributions over the computational basis domain Ω. Since a general categorical (multinoulli) distribution would need a number of parameters which scales as |Ω|, the dimension of the global Hilbert space, which is generally exponentially large (e.g., |Ω| = 2 N for N qubits), one needs a more efficient parameterization of the latent distribution. This is where classical algorithms for probabilistic and variational inference come into play. The classical computer is thus tasked with the variational learning of this classical distribution. There are a plethora of techniques for variational inference to choose from, as were listed above. The key feature we need from such classical algorithms is the ability to estimate the loglikelihood of the model distribution, the gradients of the (log) partition function, and the entropy. These quantities will become useful in various generative learning tasks, see Section III for more details.
The most natural fit for our needs are the modern variant of classical energy-based models [49] . In EBMs, a neural network E θ : Ω → R parameterizes the energy map from the computational basis to a real value, i.e. for any value x ∈ Ω it can produce the corresponding energy E θ (x). Furthermore, due to the easy differentiability of neural networks, one can rather easily compute gradients of the energy function, ∇ θ E θ (x) and ∇ x E θ (x). To leverage these gradients, one uses Langevin dynamics or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo to generate samples x ∼ p θ (x) according to the exponential distribution of the energy function,
where Z θ ≡ x∈Ω e −E θ (x) is the partition function. As a straightforward feature of this approach, given an ensemble of points sampled from a different distribution x ∼ q(x), one can straightforwardly use the neural network to evaluate expectation values of the energy with respect to this distribution, E x∼q(x) [E(x)]. Additionnally, this approach can provide an estimate and/or gradients of the entropy of the distribution S(p θ ) = x∈Ω −p θ (x) log p θ (x). Given the abilities of the classical model above, one can use the classical algorithm to generate the latent mixed stateρ(θ) = x∈Ω p θ (x)|x x| by sampling x ∼ p θ and preparing the computational basis state |x x| after each sample. Furthermore, we can define the modular Hamiltonian for this latent variational model asK
Thus one can estimate expectation values of this operator by feeding standard basis measurement results through the neural network function E θ (x) and averaging. We now have outlined all the ingredients needed for inference and training of this type of hybrid QHBM.
Generally, given a target mixed stateσ D which we want to generatively model, we know that there exists a diagonal representation of this mixed state:
where tr(D D ) = 1, and W D is a unitary operator. Thus the approach outlined above has, in principle, the capacity to represent any mixed state. The challenge remains to pick a proper prior for both the unitary quantum neural networkÛ (φ) and for the parameterization of the classical latent distribution p θ (x) (or equivalently, the latent energy function E θ (x)). A good ansatz is one which uses knowledge about the physics of the system to form a prior for both the latent space and the unitary transformation. Although it may be tempting to use a general multinoulli distribution for the latent distribution combined with a universal random quantum neural network for the unitary ansatz, the model capacity in this case is far too large. One encounters not only exponential overhead for parameter estimation of the high-dimensional multinoulli distribution, but also the quantum version of the no-free lunch theorem [4] . In Section IV, we see several scenarios where the structure of the latent space and the unitary transformation are well-adapted to the complexity of the situation at hand.
III. QUANTUM GENERATIVE MODELLING OF MIXED & THERMAL STATES
In this section, we introduce two types of generative tasks for quantum Hamiltonian-based models which are also valid for more general quantum-probabilistic models. The first task is quantum modular Hamiltonian learning (QMHL), where one effectively learns the logarithm (modular Hamiltonian) of an unknown data mixed state. Once trained, one is then able to reproduce copies of this unknown mixed state via an exponential (thermal) distribution of the learned modular Hamiltonian. The second tasks is dual to the first task: given a known Hamiltonian, learn to produce copies of the thermal state of this Hamiltonian. While both tasks can be considered in the broad class of generative modelling, the first task is a quantum machine learning task, while the second may be considered as a quantum simulation task.
As we have already detailed how to construct several variants of the QHBM with a variety of latent space structure in Section II -including details on how to compute expectations of the modular Hamiltonian, generate samples of the latent state, and compute quantities such as the partition function and entropy of the model -we will focus on the general framework of the QHML and VQT without too many specifics about how to compute the various quantities involved. For more details on gradients of the loss functions introduced here, see Appendix B.
A. Quantum Modular Hamiltonian Learning of Mixed Quantum States
Analogous with the classical case, quantum generative models seek to learn to replicate the statistics and correlation structure of a given quantum data distribution from which we have a finite number of samples. QHBMs make this learning process feasible by positing a form that inherently separates the tasks of learning the quantum correlations in the learned representation of a quantum distribution.
Typical classical distributions are a set D of samples drawn from some underlying distribution d ∼ p D . The sampled dataset distribution is simply the categorical distribution over the datapoints d ∈ D. A quantum dataset generally can be a similar mix of various datapoints, in this case quantum statesσ d observed at different frequencies (inverse probabilities). The effective mixed state representing this dataset is thenσ D = d∈D p dσd , where we obtain the mixed stateσ d with probability p d from our dataset D. As modelling a mixture of states is effectively equivalent to the task of modelling one mixed state, we will focus on simply learning to approximate a single data mixed stateσ D using a variational quantum-probabilistic model. We assume that we have access to several copies of this data mixed state directly as quantum data available in quantum memory. Thus, in complete generality, we consider the problem of learning a mixed stateσ D , and letρ θφ be our model's candidate approximation toσ D , where θ, φ are variational parameters. In classical probabilistic machine learning, one minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence (relative entropy), an approach known as "expectation propagation." [29] We directly generalize this method to quantum probabilistic machine learning, now aiming to minimize the quantum relative entropy between the quantum data distribution and our quantum model's candidate distribution, subject to variations of the parameters. Thus we aim to find
where D(σ ρ) = tr(σ logσ) − tr(σ logρ) is the quantum relative entropy. Due to the positivity of relative entropy, the optimum of the above cost function is achieved if and only if the variational distribution of our model is equal to the quantum data distribution:
We can use this as a variational principle: the relative entropy is our loss function and we can find optimal parameters of the model {θ * , ϕ * } such thatρ θ * φ * ≈σ D . As we will see below, the use of QHBMs becomes crucial for the tractability of evaluation of the relative entropy, making its use as a loss function possible. Details on the gradient computation of the loss are discussed in Appendix B. Now, for a target quantum data mixed stateσ D and a QHBM variational stateρ θφ of the form described in Equation (3), our goal is to minimize the forward relative entropy,
Notice that the first term, S(σ D ) = −tr(σ D logσ D ), the entropy of the data distribution, is independent of our variational parameters, and hence, for optimization purposes, irrelevant to include. This is convenient as the entropy of the dataset is a priori unknown. We can thus use the last two terms as our loss function for QHML. These terms are known as the quantum cross entropy between our data state and our model,
We call this loss function the quantum variational cross entropy loss. The first term can be understood as the expectation value of the model's modular Hamiltonian with respect to the data mixed state. In order to estimate this modular energy expectation, it is first useful to express the modular Hamiltonian of the model in terms of the latent modular Hamiltonian:K θ,φ =Û (φ)K θÛ † (φ). Then, by the cyclicity of the trace, we can rewrite the loss as
To better understand this, we define the pulled-back data stateσ D,φ ≡Û † (φ)σ DÛ (φ), which is the state obtained by feeding our quantum data through the unitary quantum neural network circuit in reverse (or rather, inverse). Thus, this term in the loss is equivalent to the expectation value of the latent modular Hamiltonian with respect to the pulled-back data, K θ σ D,φ . The flow of quantum and classical information for the task of Modular Hamiltonian Learning is depicted in Figure 2 . See Section II for details on estimating the partition function, depending on the chosen latent space structure.
Finally, an interesting feature to note about about this choice of cross-entropy loss function is that in the limit where the model approximates the data state, i.e,. when the relative entropy in (17) converges to zero, then the loss function itself converges to the entropy of the data:
This means that, as a by-product of the learning process, after convergence of the training of our model, we are automatically provided with an estimate of the entropy of our data distribution simply by observing what the loss value has converged to. This has wide-ranging implications about the potential use of QHBM and QMHL, combined with quantum simulation, to allow us to estimate entropies and various information theoretic quantities using quantum computers. More on this in the discussion in Section V.
B. Variational Quantum Thermalizer Algorithm: Quantum Simulation of Thermal States
In this section we formally introduce the Variational Quantum Thermalizer (VQT) algorithm, the free energy variational principle behind it, how it relates to the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) [16] in a certain limit, and how one can use QHBMs for this task. The variational quantum thermalization task can be described as the following: given a HamiltonianĤ and a target inverse temperature β = 1/T , we wish to generate an approximation to thermal statê
Here Z β is known as the thermal partition function. Our strategy will be to phrase this quantum simulation task as a quantum-probabilistic variational learning task. Suppose we have a quantum-probabilistic ansatz for this thermal state,ρ θφ with parameters {θ, φ}. We can consider the relative entropy between this unknown thermal state and our variational model,
This is known as the quantum relative free energy of our model with respect to the target HamiltonianĤ. The reason it is called a relative free energy is because it is the difference of free energy F (ξ) ≡ tr(Ĥξ) − 1 β S(ξ), up to a factor of β, between our ansatz state and the true thermal state,
Further note that the positivity of relative entropy implies that the minimum of free energy is achieved by the thermal state;
Thus, given a variational ansatz for the thermal state, by minimizing the free energy as our loss function, Now that we have our loss function, we can briefly examine how one could use a QHBM ansatz for the above. The great advantage of the QHBM structure here is that the entropy of the variational model distribution is that of the latent distribution, as pointed out in equation (4) . As the entropy of the latent variational distribution is stored on the classical computer and assumed to be known a priori, only the evaluation of the energy expectation (the first term in the above) requires the quantum computer. Thus, the number of runs required to estimate the loss function should be similar to the number of runs required for the Variational Quantum Eigensolver and other variational algorithms whose loss only depends on expectation values [15] .
Note that, in the case where our state converges to the true thermal state upon convergence of the training, then the value of our loss function will give us the free energy of the thermal state, which is proportional to the log of the thermal partition function:
This is effectively a variational free energy principle, and the basis of the VQT.
As a final note, let us see how we recover the Variational Quantum Eigensolver and its variational principle in the limit of low temperature. If we divide our loss function by β, i.e., directly minimizing the free energy,
we recover the loss function for the ground state Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE), and thus we recover the ground state variational principle. Note that in the limit of zero temperature, there is no need for latent space parameters as there is no entropy and the latent state is unitarily equivalent to any starter pure state.
Thus, the VQT is truly the most natural generalization of the VQE to non-zero temperatures states.
IV. APPLICATIONS & EXPERIMENTS
Our framework is general enough to apply in many situations of interest in quantum computing [57] , quantum communication [58] , quantum sensing [59] , and quantum simulation [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] . In this section we focus on applications to quantum simulation and quantum communication, which illustrate the QHBM frameworks for spins/qubits, Bosonic, and Fermionic systems.
In the Bosonic and Fermionic examples, we restrict ourselves to Gaussian states for two purposes: first, these highlight the ways in which our framework is wellsuited to utilizing problem structure; and second, classical methods exist for simulating quantum systems restricted to these types of states, so they serve as a verification and benchmarking of our methods. This allows us to reach system sizes which would not be simulable on classical computers were we to simulate the wavefunction in the Hilbert space directly. However, we emphasize that Quantum Hamiltonian-Based Models apply to a much broader class of quantum states.
Gaussian states are the class of thermal (and ground) states of all Hamiltonians that are quadratic in creation and annihiliation operators (in second quantization). On the Fermionic side, this class contains a variety of tightbinding models, including topological models like the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [76] [77] [78] , and mean-field BCS superconducting states. Bosonic Gaussian states include coherent and squeezed states, and already enable (when coupled with measurement) a plethora of applications in quantum communication, including quantum teleportation and quantum key distribution. In addition, Gaussian states are interesting in their own right, and play a significant role in quantum information theory [79] [80] [81] , as well as quantum field theory in curved space-time [82] and quantum cosmology [83] .
Gaussian states are special in that our latent-space factorization postulate is justified physically in addition to holding numerically. As a consequence of Williamson's theorem [84] , we are guaranteed that for any thermal state, there exists a Gaussian transformation that decouples all subsystems in latent space (a procedure often referred to as normal mode decomposition [85] ). For Gaussian systems, we can also work directly with 2N × 2N covariance matrices rather than density matrices.
A. Variational Quantum Thermalizer for the 2D Heisenberg Model
As a demonstration of the effectiveness of VQT for spin systems (qubits), we learn a thermal state of the two-dimensional Heisenberg model, which exhibits spinfrustration despite its simplicity. To be precise, we consider the model
where h (v) denote horizontal (vertical) bonds, and · represent nearest-neighbor pairs. As laid out in Section II, we use a factorized latent space distribution. Even though we are considering a two-dimensional model, we simulate VQT using an imagined onedimensional array of qubits. As such, we parameterize our quantum neural network with only single qubit rotations and two-qubit rotations between adjacent qubits in our simulated one-dimensional quantum computer. In particular, our paramterized unitary is composed out of three layers of gates.
Each layer consists of an arbitrary single qubit rotation of the form exp[i(φ 1 jX j + φ 2 jŶ j + φ 3 jẐ j )] applied to each qubit, and a two-qubit rotation exp[i(φ 4 jX jXj+1 + φ 5 jŶ jŶj+1 + φ 6 jẐ jẐj+1 )] applied to a complete set of neighboring qubits. The neighbors acted upon by two-qubit gates are staggered in sequential layers. No parameters are shared within or between layers. So in the first layer, the first and second qubits, third and fourth, and so on, are coupled, while in the second layer it is the second and third qubits, fourth and fifth, etc., which are coupled. In addition, we do not assume periodic boundary conditions for our qubits, and as such do not include any gates between the first and last qubits.
While we use relative entropy as our cost function, we also look at the trace distance and state fidelity of the 
reconstructed target states, as defined in Appendix C.
As the modular Hamiltonian is not unique, in modular Hamiltonian learning we choose to compare the thermal states generated from target and learned Hamiltonian.
In Appendix D, we investigate the performance of the factorized latent space ansatz on systems that in general do not factorize. In Fig. 4 , we show the density matrix elements of the target thermal state, and the reconstructed density matrix elements learned from the corresponding Hamiltonian via VQT after 200 variational steps. A few iterations later, the differences become too small to visualize and then the procedure converges. Figure 5 shows mean values and 95% confidence intervals for three performance metrics over 100 VQT training iterations, for 100 randomly initialized sets of variational parameters. This illustrates that our model trains generically and is not strongly dependent on initial parameters. Furthermore, while our model was only trained to minimize relative entropy, it is worth noting that it successfully learns with respect to trace distance and fidelity.
B. Learning Quantum Compression Codes
Continuous Variable (CV) systems offer an intriguing alternative to discrete variable quantum information pro- cessing [55] . In this context, our parameterized ansatz finds a decoupled representation of subsystem of quantum modes in latent space, and the entropy is effectively described by the modes' effective temperature. High temperature modes contribute most to the entropy, and low temperature modes contain relatively little information. This decorrelated structure could be used to devise quantum approximate compression codes.
We recall that for Bosonic Gaussian states, the problem of dimensionality is made tractable by working with the phase space quadraturesx andp defined in Appendix E. The real symmetric covariance matrix Γ B associated to a mixed stateρ is given by the matrix elements
where each component ofξ is one of thex orp quadratures.
We also remind the reader that Gaussian transformations act as symplectic transformations on the covariance matrix, and that the symplectic transformation that di-agonalizes Γ B ,
also diagonalizes the Hamiltonian. In this context, modular Hamiltonian learning consists of finding the symplectic diagonalization of the Hamiltonian given quantum access to the covariance matrix. For more details on Bosonic Gaussian Quantum Information, see Appendix E. To keep our method as close to implementation as possible, we directly parameterize the space of symplectic matrices in terms of the effective action of single mode phase shifts and squeezers, and two-mode beam splitters as detailed in Appendix F, and in [86] .
We consider a translationally invariant linear harmonic chainĤ
wherex N +1 =x 1 , as in [85] . At the point ω = 2|χ|, the system is critical and the operatorĤ lhc becomes unbounded from below. First, we find the ground state of a long chain (we use 200 sites) close to criticality. We then cut the chain at two points and keep one of the two parts of the bipartition, performing a partial trace over the rest of the system. Given this reduced density matrix for the subsystem, we use QMHL to find an approximate representation of a modular Hamiltonian that would generate this as a thermal state. Our ansatz for QHBM is perfectly suited for latent space compression. The entropy of our ansatz is only dependent on the latent space parameters, where we have uncoupled oscillators at different effective temperatures. Compression consists of systematically setting low-temperature oscillators to their ground state.
By running our circuit forward (encoding), compressing, and then backward (decoding), we see that for the reduced state of the chain, even when we remove almost all of the latent mode information, we can still approximately reconstruct the original state.
In the case of Bosonic Gaussian systems, the columns of the diagonalizing symplectic transformation are the modular modes of the reduced system. Thus, QHBM are essentially directly learning these modes. In Fig. 7 , we show modular mode reconstructions (after shifting and rescaling) for a translationally invariant harmonic chain away from criticality.
C. Preparation of Fermionic Thermal States
In recent years, great progress has been achieved in using quantum systems to simulate quantum dynamics. This quantum simulation has been achieved in a variety of physical implementations, including ultracold atomic gases in optical lattices [87] , trapped ions [88] , and superconducting circuits [89] . QHBM are applicable to any of these implementations, where VQT could be used to prepare an approximate thermal state. Moreover, modular Hamiltonian learning could facilitate the simulation of out-of-equilibrium time-evolution, going beyond what is feasible with classical methods.
As a proof of principle of the application of QHBM to these problems, we use the VQT to learn an efficient preparation of d-wave superconducting thermal states. The BCS mean-field theory Hamiltonian is quadratic in creation and annihilation operators, so we restrict our attention to Fermionic Gaussian states. These states are useful in a variety of quantum chemistry applications, where they are often desired as initial states for further quantum processing routines [90] . They have also been used to model impurities in metals [91, 92] , which are key to understanding much of the collective phenomena in strongly-correlated materials [93] [94] [95] .
In analogy with the Bosonic Gaussian case considered above, we remind the reader that for Fermionic Gaussian systems, the real anti-symmetric covariance matrix Γ F associated to a mixed stateρ is given by the matrix elements
where nowξ = (ĉ 1 , . . . ,ĉ 2N ) is a vector of Majorana operators derived from the system's physical creation and annihilation operators. Fermionic Gaussian transformations act as orthogonal transformations on covariance matrices, and the same orthogonal that diagonalizes the covariance matrix,
also diagonalizes the Hamiltonian. For more details, see Appendix G.
The VQT uses minimization of relative entropy to learn the orthogonal transformation concurrently with the effective frequencies of the decoupled Fermionic modes, essentially learning a representation of the Bogoliubov transformation. However, implementing this on a discrete-variable quantum computer requires the additional initialization steps of applying a qubit-to-Fermion transformation, such as the Jordan-Wigner transformation, and then transforming to the basis of Majorana modes. The orthogonal transformation itself can be directly parameterized in terms of Givens rotations [96] on pairs of modes. This in turn allows for the analytic computation and propagation of variable gradients through the quantum circuit.
For the completely general BCS Hamiltonian and interpretations of its constituent terms, we refer the reader to Appendix H. For present purposes, we consider the case of uniform Cooper pairing, i.e. ∆ ij = ∆, and without loss of generality we set the chemical potential to zero, µ = 0, leading to a Hamiltonian of the form at intervals of 20 learning steps. After 150 steps, the target covariance matrix and VQT reconstruction are indiscernible by fidelity, entropy and trace distance. We note that in classical simulations of QHBM for Gaussian Fermions, our models were able to learn successfully for much larger systems (up to 50 Fermions), but the covariance matrices became too large to clearly discern individual matrix elements as in Figure 8 .
V. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
Recent literature in quantum machine learning and quantum-classical variational algorithms has focused on the learning of pure quantum state approximations to the ground or excited states of quantum systems. If we wish to simulate and model the physics of realistic quantum systems, we must allow for the possibility of interplay between classical and quantum correlations.
In this paper we introduced the general formalism of QHBMs. Previous techniques for learning mixed quantum states have been tailored specifically for low-rank density matrices [11] . Our method, which minimizes relative entropy rather than Hilbert-Schmidt distance, is generic and can be applied to mixed and thermal states of any rank. It has the additional benefits of yielding estimates of mixed state entropy, free energy, and the diagonalizing transformation of the target system, the last of which enables modular time evolution and facilitates full quantum simulation of a previously unknown system. This further opens up the possibility of using quantum machine learning to compute state entropies of analytically intractable systems. Considering the vast body of literature exploring the computation of entropies in physical quantum systems [97] , this novel application of quantum-classical hybrid computing could be quite significant.
Latent space factorization, while not obligatory for QHBM, leads to widespread applications based on learning decorrelated (factorized) quantum representations, akin to classical disentangled representations [51] . In the context of unsupervised learning, learning a disentangled latent space representation could be useful for tasks such as latent space interpolation [98] and latent space vector arithmetic, quantum principal component analysis [99] , clustering [100] , and more generally entropy-based quantum compression as demonstrated in Section IV B. Such compression could also be used for unsupervised pretraining in discriminative learning [101] . Progressively learning to compress layer-wise while growing the depth of the unitary quantum neural network would yield a procedure akin to layer-wise pretraining in classical machine learning [101] . Compression could also be used for denoising quantum data, something previous approaches to quantum autoencoders were not suitable for [102] .
As for the case of using a diagonal latent space Hamiltonian for QMHL, we are then effectively learning the eigenbasis of the data density matrix.
The great advantage over previously proposed variational quantum algorithms for quantum state diagonalization is that our method employs the relative entropy rather than a Hilbert-Schmidt metric, thus allowing us to learn to diagonalize much higher rank quantum states. Furthermore, learning to diagonalize a quantum density matrix is essentially related to the Quantum Principal Component Analysis algorithm [103] for classical data, and other related quantum machine learning algorithms [8, 104] . Our approach could be seen as a variational alternative method for these algorithms, circumventing the need for a very long quantum circuit for the quantum state exponentiation [105] , which has been deemed intractable even for far-term quantum computers when compiled [106] . This does not remove the requirement of the state preparation (which requires QRAM or a special oracle [107] ). Though, in the case of quantum data, this method does not need access to such exotic components, and has the potential to demonstrate a quantum advantage for learning the unitary which diagonalizes either a quantum Hamiltonian or quantum density matrix.
Future iterations on this work could modify the loss function, potentially introducing a quantum variant of the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) for the quantum relative entropy loss. This would, in turn, yield a quantum form of Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [30] . Both QHBMs and VAEs could potentially be used to learn an effective mixed state representation of an unknown quantum state from partial quantum tomographic data [108] . We aim to tackle this Quantum Neural State Tomography with QHBMs in future work.
In a near-term future iteration, we plan to fully combine classical neural network-based Energy-Based Models [49] with our QHBM. Recent papers have demonstrated the power of hybridized quantum-classical neural networks trained using hybrid quantum-classical backpropagation, originally introduced in [13] , then later iterated upon in [109] . Given previous successes in combining classical differentiable models and quantum variational circuits, we anticipate this implementation to be straightforward given the framework laid out in this paper. Since such a full hybridization would allow us to go beyond full-rank multinoulli estimation for the general classical latent distribution QHBM, this would be the piece which would unlock the scalability of this algorithm to highly non-trivial large-scale quantum systems. We plan to explore this in upcoming work.
QHBM present several key advantages relative to other forms of unsupervised quantum learning with quantum neural networks such as quantum GANs [110] . GANs (both quantum and classical) are notoriously difficult to train, and once trained, difficult to extract physical quantities from. QHBM represent physical quantities more directly, and as such are much more suitable for applications that involve physical quantum data. From our preliminary numerics, our framework also appears to train very robustly and with few iterations. Furthermore, QHBM require less quantum circuit depth during training than quantum GANs, which require both a quantum generator and quantum discriminator. The latter is a key consideration for possible implementation on near-term intermediate scale quantum devices [2] .
A key point is that in Quantum Modular Hamiltonian Learning (QMHL) and VQT, we are not just learning a distribution for the modular Hamiltonian and thermal state respectively. Rather, we are learning efficient approximate parameterizations of these quantities with our quantum circuit. In the context of VQT, this gives us the ability to directly prepare a thermal state on our quantum computer using polynomial resources, from knowledge of a corresponding Hamiltonian. For Modular Hamiltonian Learning, once an efficient ansatz has learned the optimal value of parameters such that its output approximates our data mixed state, this gives us the ability to reproduce as many copies of the learned mixed state distributions as desired. In addition, the modular Hamiltonian itself provides invaluable information related to topological properties, thermalization, and nonequilibrium dynamics.
In particular, Modular Hamiltonian Learning gives one access to the eigenvalues of the density matrix and the unitary that diagonalizes the Modular Hamiltonian. Applying the QNN to a quantum state brings it into the eigenbasis of the Modular Hamiltonian. In this basis, an exponentiation of the diagonal latent modular Hamiltonian (which we have a classical description of) implements modular time evolution. We can apply the inverse QNN to return to the original computational basis.
In the same vein, QMHL provides the ability to probe a system at different temperatures, something that mixed state learning on its own does not. Given access to samples from a thermal state at some temperature, one can thus generate typical samples from the same system at another temperature by learning the modular Hamiltonian and systematically changing the latent space parameters.
Finally, we underscore the generality of our framework. Just as classical EBM are inspired by physics but can be applied to problems far abstracted from real physical systems, so too can our QHBM be employed for any task which involves learning a quantum distribution.
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here I represents the set of indices of the corresponding to the th layer. Finally, each of these unitariesÛ j can be expressed as the exponential of some generatorĝ j , which itself can be any Hermitian operator on n qubits (thus expressible as a linear combination of n-qubit Pauli's),
whereP k ∈ P n (Paulis on n-qubits [113] ) and β j k ∈ R for all k, j, . For a given j and , in the case where all the Pauli terms commute, i.e. [P k ,P m ] = 0 for all m, k such that β j m , β j k = 0, one can simply decompose the unitary into a product of exponentials of each term,
Otherwise, in instances where the various terms do not commute, one may apply a Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of this exponential [114] , or other quantum simulation methods [115] .
In order to optimize the parameters of an ansatz from equation (A1), we need a cost function to optimize. In the case of standard variational quantum algorithms this cost function is most often chosen to be the expectation value of a cost Hamiltonian,
where |Ψ 0 is the input state to the parametric circuit. In general, the cost Hamiltonian can be expressed as a linear combination of operators, e.g. in the form
where we defined a vector of coefficients α ∈ R N and a vector of N operatorsĥ. Often this decomposition is chosen such that each of these sub-Hamiltonians are in the n-qubit Pauli groupĥ k ∈ P n . The expectation value of this Hamiltonian is then generally evaluated via quantum expectation estimation, i.e. by taking the linear combination of expectation values of each term
here we introduced the vector of expectations h φ ≡ ĥ φ .
In the case of non-commuting terms, the various expectation values ĥ k φ terms are estimated over separate runs. Now that we have established how to evaluate the loss function, let us describe how to obtain gradients of the cost function with respect to the parameters. A simple approach is to use simple finite-difference methods, for example, the central difference method,
which, in the case where there are M continuous parameters, involves 2M evaluations of the objective function, each evaluation varying the parameters by in some direction, thereby giving us an estimate of the gradient of the function with a precision O(ε 2 ). Here the ∆ k is a unit-norm perturbation vector in the k th direction of parameter space, (∆ k ) j = δ jk . In general, one may use lower-order methods, such as forward difference with O(ε) error from M + 1 objective queries [3] , or higher order methods, such as a five-point stencil method, with O( 4 ) error from 4M queries [116] .
As recently pointed out in various works [117, 118] , given knowledge of the form of the ansatz (e.g. as in (A3)), one can measure the analytic gradients of the expectation value of the circuit for Hamiltonians which have a single-term in their Pauli decomposition (A3) (or, alternatively, if the Hamiltonian has a spectrum {±λ} for some positive λ). For multi-term Hamiltonians, in [117] a method to obtain the analytic gradients is proposed which uses a linear combination of unitaries. Recent methods use a stochastic estimation rule to reduce the number of runs needed and keep the optimization efficient [118] . In our numerics featured in this paper, we simply used first-order finite (central) difference methods for our gradients.
Appendix B: Gradients of QHBMs for generative modelling 1. Gradients of model parameters
Using our notation for the pulled-back data statê σ D,φ ≡Û † (φ)σ DÛ (φ), the gradient with respect to model parameters φ will be given by
simply is the gradient of the latent modular Hamiltonian expectation value with respect to the data state pushed through the reverse quantum neural network U † (φ). Taking gradients of the expectation value of a multi-term observable is the typical scenario encountered in regular VQE and quantum neural networks, there exist multiple strategies to get these gradients (see Appendix A).
it is simply the expectation value of the gradient. Note that here we assumed the latent modular Hamiltonian was of the formK
which is valid both for a diagonal latent multinoulli variable (K m = |m m|) and a factorized latent distribution, in which case eachK m can be understood as a subsystem Hamiltonian.
For simple cases where the parameterized modular Hamiltonian is simply a scalar parameter times a fixed operatorM , i.e.,K m (θ m ) = θ mMm , then the above simplifies to
which is a simple expectation value. Now, to get the gradient of the partition function, given our assumed knowledge of each of the simple modular Hamiltonian, we should have an analytical expression for the partition function which we can use. Notice,
where k j (θ j ) are the eigenvalues of the jth parameterized modular HamiltonianK j (θ j ). We can use this form to derive the gradient of this term with respect to model parameters
Zm(θm) ∂ θm tr(e −Km(θm) ) = − 1 Zm(θm) tr(e −Km(θm) ∂ θmKm (θ m )). Once again, for simple parameterized modular Hamiltonians of the formK m (θ m ) = θ mMm , then this formula becomes
which is straightforward to evaluate analytically classically given knowledge of the spectrum ofM m . Technically, there is no need to use the quantum computer to evaluate this part of the gradient. Thus, we have seen how to take gradients of all terms of the loss function. Thus, by simply training on the quantum cross entropy between the data and our model, we can theoretically fully train our generative model using gradient-based techniques.
Appendix C: Distance Metrics
The trace distance is defined to be
and generic mixed state fidelity is calculated as
Appendix D: Investigation of Ansatz Performance
In the case of Gaussian states, we are guaranteed that a factorized latent space solution exists. For qubit systems with inter-qubit coupling, this is not the case. Of course fully parameterizing both the unitary and the classical distribution should allow for perfect reconstruction -and hybrid quantum-classical algorithms should enable the efficient extraction of typical samples. That said, it is interesting to see just how much representational power the product ansatz actually has when applied to non-Gaussian systems. To this end, we investigate its performance both as a function of temperature, and in comparison to the actual performance of the general ansatz, which has a fully parameterizable diagonal distribution.
Our simulations are small in scale and restricted in the classes of models considered, but promising nonetheless. In Figure 9 , we show trace distance and fidelity for a one-dimensional heisenberg model with transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields,
where the presence of perpendicular field terms induces quantum fluctuations. In the limit β → 0, the thermal fluctuations completely dominate the quantum, and the resulting thermal state is completely mixed. The essentially perfect reconstruction in that limit -and with little variance -reflects the high approximate degeneracy of the solution space. In the opposite limit, β → ∞, the thermal state approaches the ground state. Classical correlations vanish and the state becomes pure. In this limit, we achieve asymptotically ideal reconstruction with high probability, but occasionally the variational procedure gets stuck in local minima, resulting in the high variance around the mean.
In the intermediate regime both quantum and classical correlations are important, and the lack of generality in factorized latent space results in slight performance losses with respect to a generic ansatz. For large systems, the fidelity and trace distance will not necessary perform well on models trained to optimize relative entropy.
In the reconstruction tables for fidelity II(a) and trace distance, II(b), QMHL was performed at inverse temperature β = 1.3, which is in the general region where we expect most drastic deviation from the factorized latent space assumption. We see that the performance loss as compared to the generic ansatz is relatively small. Random models were chosen from the clasŝ
where α ij , β ij , γ ij , h j were all sampled independently from the uniform distribution on the interval [−1, 1] ⊂ R, and allowed to differ on each site and edge. By Wick's theorem, Gaussian states (Bosonic or Fermionic) are completely specified by their first and second moments. Mathematically, this means that all higher order correlation functions (n-point correlators) can be written as sums of products of second order correlators: ξ a1 · · ·ξ an = ξ aj · · ·ξ bj (E1)
For thermal states, the mean displacement is zero and the density matrixρ is completely replaced by the covariance matrix Γ (2N × 2N for systems of N Bosons).
The 'position' and 'momentum' quadratures, defined byx
are conjugate variables, satisfying the canonical Bosonic commutation relations, [x j ,p k ] = 2iδ jk . If we combine all of the quadratures into a vector of operators, ξ = (x 1 , . . . ,x N ,p 1 , . . . ,p N ), then the Bosonic commutations take the form
where
is a 2N × 2N skew-symmetric matrix known as the symplectic form, and I N is the N × N identity matrix. Bosonic Gaussian transformations are then transformations that preserve the symplectic form, i.e. S ∈ Sp(2N b ) where
The uncertainty principle (encoded in the commutation relations) constrains the covariance matrix to Γ B ≥ iΩ.
In symplectic diagonal form, we now have independent effective oscillators, and the entropy takes the simplified form
where ω j is the frequency of the j th effective oscillator, and β, , and k B are set to unity.
The logarithm of the partition function also takes a simplified form:
Appendix F: Gaussian Model Parameterizations
In Section IV, we utilize the Gaussian nature of the problems to better parameterize the unitary transformations. Here, we explain those parameterizations and how one may operationally implement such parameterized transformations on various quantum computing platforms.
Fermions
As mentioned in the main text, Fermionic Gaussian transformations are given by orthogonal transformations acting on Fermionic modes. Multiple methods exist for parameterizing the class of orthogonal transformations. In classical simulation of QHBM, one can take advantage of a consequence of the lie algebra -lie group correspondence: the space of real orthogonal matrices of size N is spanned by e A paremeterized by anti-symmetrizing a lower-diagonal matrix with N (N − 1)/2 non-zero entries.
For QHBM on a real quantum computer, it is preferable to use Givens rotations on pairs of modes. The matrix describing this two-mode mixing is a rotation,
Such a rotation can be generalized to include complex phases, but that is unnecessary when staying within the confines of the special orthogonal group. The space of such orthogonal transformations can be systematically decomposed into sequences of Givens rotations which act on pairs of modes, as detailed in [119] .
Bosons
By the Bloch-Messiah decomposition [120] , any symplectic matrix S of size 2N can be brought into the form
where O 1 and O 2 are real orthogonal and symplectic, and D is a diagonal matrix of the form diag(d 1 , d 2 , . . . d N , d −1 1 , d −1 2 , ..., d −1 N ). For classical simulation of QHBM, it is useful to decompose this further. Every real orthogonal symplectic matrix,
can be associated to a unitary U = X + iY ∈ C N ×N . The space of such unitaries is spanned by exponentiating anti-Hermitian matrices. Each Hermitian matrix is described by N (N − 1)/2 complex parameters. Finally, we can generate Hermitian matrices by anti-symmetrizing (with hermitian conjugate) complexvalued lower-diagonal matrices. We can thus classically parameterize the space of symplectic transformations by reading the sequence of decompositions backwards starting from lower-diagonal matrices. Altogether, a symplectic matrix for an N -mode system may be described by 2N 2 − N real parameters.
In quantum optical setups, O 1 and O 2 represent passive transformations, such as performed by beam splitters and phase shifters, and D can be implemented via a sequence of single-mode squeezers, as explained in [85] .
Appendix G: Gaussian Fermionic Quantum Systems
In this appendix, we give a more detailed prescription for how one could implement QHBM for Fermionic Gaussian systems. While we employ the Jordan-Wigner transformation [121, 122] to symbolically map Fermionic operators to qubit operators, we note that other mappings, like Bravyi-Kitaev (BK) [123, 124] or Ball-Verstraete-Cirac (BVC) [125] [126] [127] transformations also suffice as long as appropriate parameterizations are chosen.
In the JW transformation, effective Fermionic creation and annihilation operators are induced by combining qubit operators,
whereX k ,Ŷ k , andẐ k are Pauli operators on qubit k. In this language, it's natural to consider the occupation of the k th effective Fermionic mode,
and we see that we can 'measure' the occupation of the mode just by measuring the Pauli-Z operator on the corresponding qubit.
In making this prescription, we are implicitly defining an ordering on the qubits. For one-dimensional systems, this is natural, and all next neighbor effective Fermionic hopping gates are local in qubit operators:
For higher-dimensional systems, methods have been developed that handle the extra phases involved.
For each pair of physical Fermionic creation and annihilation operators,â j ,â † j , we can associate a pair of virtual Majorana modes,ĉ 2j−1 ,ĉ 2j , according tô
The canonical transformation from physical Fermionic operators to Majorana operators is a local rotation in operator space for each Fermion individually. While the defining equations for the Majoranas are cosmetically identical (up to a multiplicative constant) to those defining Bosonic conjugate variablesp andq, these Majorana Fermions satisfy the canonical Fermionic anticommutation relations, {ĉ k ,ĉ l } = 2δ kl .
In the Majorana basis, any Fermionic Gaussian Hamiltonian takes the generic form
where N f is the total number of Fermions, and E is some constant energy shift associated with the transformation to Majorana modes.
In this basis, we can approach the Fermionic problem in a similar manner to the Bosonic problem -we want to decompose the system (now written in terms of Majoranas) into independent effective Fermionic oscillators. Said in another way, we want to find a set of Fermionic operators, {ˆc 1 , . . . ,c 2N f } and a corresponding set of energies { 1 , . . . , 2N f }, such that
As mentioned in the main text, this diagonalization can be performed by an orthogonal transformation on the covariance matrix associated with the thermal state.
In general, an orthogonal transformation on Fermionic modes must also contain particle-hole transformations, but working in the Majorana basis these are not necessary. A generic orthogonal matrix requires no more than O(N 2 f ) such Givens rotations.
In one-dimensional systems, the JW transformation makes for a remarkably simple implementation of Givens rotations, including two CNOT gates and one controlledphase rotation. For higher-dimensional systems, techniques exist for dealing with the phases that arise in the JW mapping. Moreover, Givens rotations are incredibly close to the physical operations performed on real quantum devices.
Finally, the derivative of a Givens rotation analytically is
meaning that gradients can be computed easily using exact methods, by physically measuring expectation values with parameters shifted by π 2 .
